
The revolution on mould level measurement system for continuous casting 

machines… the family is growing… 



System overview 

With this new scintillator, Mold Caster system becomes the best option 
 

 Mold Caster System is integration with your automation system. 

 Mold Caster System is better diagnosis. 

 Mold Caster System is best precision measurement. 

 Mold Caster System is best sensibility (40% more than LB6739 with 40x50mm crystal). 

 Mold Caster System is best price. 

 



Main Characteristics 

 Single board system.  No moveable parts. 

 Power supply and impulses are compatible with any other measurement 

system (Mold Caster, Berthold, Qualicast, Qualtec, Ronan, and so…) 

 Highly integrated modern system.  New and powerful microcontroller. 

 Improved sensibility: BGO crystal type (allows 40% more sensibility and 

humidity proof). 

 RS.485 interface for intelligent interface.  This interface is used by Mold 

Caster measurement unit to handshake all extra information: variables, 

setpoints, allarms, and so… 

 2 Temperature sensors (Casing and electronics). 

 Flash Eeprom for Setpoints and events saving. 

 Local real time clock for event loggings. 

 Events and Alarms local handling 

 Impact logging (accelerometer 200g), even in power off!!! 

 Mould oscillation signal calculation (from 2g accelerometer)..   

 



Main Characteristics 

 Local High Voltage handling.   

 Local Plateau curve handling. 

 Local power supply measurement and monitoring (V, I, P) 

 Working hours. 

 Internal serial number for automation tracking. 



RS-485 Interface 

Rather than the impulses, there is a lot of information shared with 

Mold Caster through the RS-485 interface 

 Local Actual frequency and impulses count. 

 Temperatures (electronics and casing) 

 Actual High Voltage setpoint to the PMT. 

 Local DateTime (it is synchronized with Mold Caster). 

 Mould Oscillating Position (used by Mold Caster to subtract from level). 

 Mould Oscillating Amplitude and Period. 

 Working time (in minutes) of the scintillator. 

 Events of Maximum Temperature and collisions with time stamp. 

 Actual V. Control (to pins 3-4 of the scintillator). 

 Allarms (overtemperature, bad power supply, collisions, and so…). 

 Setpoints to change allarm limits. 

 



Automation Integration 

From the information that Mold Caster handles with the scintillator, in the 

automation system can be integrated the following information together 

with the new diagnosis allarms 

 



Sensibility Improvement 

Due to the use of BGO crystal, the sensibility is improved in: 

 40% more impulses than the best scintillator on the market for the same 

size. 

 This means a 17% of precision improvement. 

 More sensibility mean, for example, we can have 14.000Hz instead of 

10.000Hz with the same radioactive source. 

 This means we can use much longer our radioactive sources before 

changing them.  Also means casting with better level measurement 

precision with the same source. 



Mould oscillation position 

It is well know that Mold Caster is able to subtract the mould oscillation 

signal from the level signal mathematically, which means, increase the 

level quality up to reduce the standard deviation to the half.  All this without 

losing any dynamic response (done mathematical subtraction). 

For this purpose Mold Caster needed an external mould position sensor to 

read mould position. 

Now, this new scintillator 

can calculate this signal 

directly from an internal 2g 

accelerometer and pass 

the position to Mold Caster 

to let him do this job, even 

when there is no external 

sensor !!! 

From 22 to 300cpm 



Compatibility 

Using Mold Caster measurement unit with other brand scintillators 

 Mold Caster can be used with all brands scintillators perfectly as stand 

alone system. 

 Mold Caster gives a lot of new features and diagnosis that can be 

integrated to the automation system. 

 When used with Mold Caster Sensor (scintillator), all the explained 

features are included in your system. 

 

Using Mold Caster Sensor with other brand measurement units 

 Mold Caster Sensor can be used directly from any other measurement 

system (LB352, LB452, Qualicast, Ronan, etc) 

 When used together with Mold Caster, all the explained features are 

included in your system. 

 

 



Convenience 

For Maintenance 

 Gives a new generation of diagnosis on system that allows to analyze 

very fast and assure any type of failure in your measurement system or 

connections (see also Mold Caster presentation). 

 Gives a very stable maintenance-less system. 

 

For Production 

 Precious information such as taring values, new allarms, an so… 

 

For the Company 

 A new generation system interchangable with actual systems. 

 Consolidated by the years and used in companies such as Tenaris as 

best practice. 

 Definitely a better price. 
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Contact 

• Inamtech solutions (Italy) 
www.inamtech.com  

info@inamtech.com 

• Inamtech solutions S.r.l. (Argentina) 
www.inamtech.com.ar 

Distribuitor in North America 

• Janus Automation (USA, Mexico) 
http://www.janusautomation.com 

info.usa@janusautomation.com 

… in total 31 units sold 

http://www.inamtech.com.ar/
http://www.inamtech.com.ar/
http://www.janusautomation.com/

